Strong defense against cyber threats doesn’t have to be difficult or pricey. MDR from TPx helps you discover, prevent, and recover from cyber threats faster.

Why should I use MDR?

**Identify more threats**  Antivirus solutions miss an average of 60% of attacks.¹ MDR significantly increases the number and type of attacks that are detected and stopped.

**Reduce attack dwell time**  The average time to identify and contain a breach (its dwell time or “lifecycle”) is 280 days, according to a 2020 study.² The lifecycle of a breach factors heavily into the overall cost. MDR reduces this time exponentially which limits the impact of any attacks.

**Proactively mitigate attacks**  MDR uses a proactive approach to more quickly mitigate attacks so they can’t spread across your network and cause additional damage.

Why should I choose TPx?

**Leading technology**  Best-in-class detection and response technology delivers powerful visibility, detection, alerting, and mitigation of cyberattacks.

Advanced threat hunting  Dedicated Security Operations Center staff work 24/7 to quickly identify advanced threats that evade existing security solutions and provides expert analysis on attack details and mitigation activity.

**Fully Managed**  Having the right software is not enough. You also need the right team to deliver a turnkey solution that leaves you free to run your business.

Available TPx MDR Services

At TPx, we specialize in providing IT management and security services that provide customers with multiple opportunities to prevent and recover from cyberattacks like ransomware.

**Firewall MDR**  Our cybersecurity experts manage and monitor your firewall, so that when threats are found, they immediately take action to help ensure your business is protected.

**Endpoint MDR**  Protects individual servers and workstations against advanced threats anytime, anywhere.
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¹ Ponemon Institute – State of Endpoint Security 2020
² 2020 Cost of Data Breach Report